ADMISSION NOTICE

Applications are invited from interested eligible students for admission to **Std. XI**<sup>th</sup> **Vocational Stream, Computer Technology** (affiliated to GSEB) commencing from academic year 2020-21.

**Medium of Instruction**: English & Gujarati.

**Number of Seals**: 30 Maximum per medium.

**Eligibility**: Std X<sup>th</sup> Passed students from recognized board/Uni.

**Future Scope**: B.Voc, B.Sc.(Computer), BCA, BBA, etc.

Application forms and other related information can be obtained from the office of the Principal, Technical Training Institute, Daman during office hours **till 17/07/2020**. Application form can also be downloaded from the website of daman.nic.in

Contact No. : 0260-2230836 / 9924792979

( Dr. Avinash Chaudhari )
Principal
Technical Training Institute,
Daman
સંઘ પ્રેદેશ દાહોદા નાગર કન્ટેક્ટ અને દમણ અને દિવ્ય પ્રશાસન આચાર્યની કયેરી, ટેક્નિકલ ટ્રેનિંગ ઇલિટેટ્યુડ, દમણ

No. 10.1/VC/EST/TTI/2020-21/28  Date : 10/06/2020

પ્રવેશ સૂચવા

શૈક્ષિક સત 2020-21 માટે ઘોષણ 11 - વ્યવસાયલક્ષી પ્રવાહના કોમંપિટર ટેકનોલોજી (GSEB માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત) અભયાસકમ માટે પ્રવેશ કાર્યક્રમ વિદ્યાર્થીઓ ના આવેદનપત્રો આમકાર છે.

અભયાસકમનું માધ્યમ : ગુજરાતી તથા અંગેજ માધ્યમ

પ્રવેશ યોજના : માનંત્રી ઘાઘા લેવાયા ઘોષણ 10 પાસ

મહત્તા બંધક : 30 પ્રતિ મધ્યમ

બાવિ અભાવ : B.Voc, B.Sc.(Computer), BCA, BBA, વગેરે.

આધીનપત્ર અને અન્ય મહત્વની આંકર્ષણીઓની ઓફિસમાં 17/07/2020 પર કાર્યકર્તા સંચાલિત મેળવી શકાશે. આધીન પત્ર daman.nic.in વેબસાઇટ પર પ્લાંટ ડાઉનલોડ કરી શકાશે.

Contact No. : 0260-2230836 / 9924792979

( ડો. અવિનાશ ચૌધરી )

આચાર્ય

ટેક્નિકલ ટ્રેનિંગ ઇલિટેટ્યુડ, 

દમણ
TECHNICAL TRAINING INSTITUTE, DAMAN.

APPLICATION FORM FOR ADMISSION TO STD. XI
UNDER 10+2 VOCATIONAL STREAM

Academic session: 2020 -2021

To,
The Principal,
Technical Training Institute,
Daman.

I, the undersigned desire to admit my son/daughter/spouse in Technical Training Institute, Daman for std XIth- Computer Technology in English / Gujarati medium under vocational stream 10 +2 scheme.

His/Her details are as under:

1. Full Name of Student : ______________________________________________
   (In Block Letter As per 10th Mark-sheet)

2. Name of Father/Guardian : ___________________________________________

3. Residential Address : _______________________________________________
                        _______________________________________________

4. Postal Address :          _______________________________________________
                        _______________________________________________

5. Monthly Income of Parents: _________________________

6. Email Address: ________________________________

7. Phone Numbers : (Res.) : __________________________
                    (Off.) : __________________________
                    (Mob.) : __________________________

8. Date of Birth: _________________________ (DD/MM/YYYY)

9. Place of Birth: Village/Town : __________________ Dist: ______________

10. Gender: Male / Female / Transgender

11. Caste: SC / ST / OBC / Minority / Others) : _________________

12. SubCaste: ________________________________

13. Last School Attempt: __________________________________________

14. Year of passing SSC Examination: __________________________

15. No of Attempt for passing S.S.C. Examination: _________________

16. Total Marks Obtain: _______________ out of ___________ % obtain: _______
I do hereby state that the particulars given above are true and correct to my knowledge. My child & I undertake to abide the rules & regulation of the Technical Training Institute, Daman concerning, discipline and other related condition.

Signature of the Parent/Guardian

DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:

- Photocopy of marksheet of SSC exam or equivalent with one attested photo copy of the same.
- Photocopy of School Leaving Certificate/Transfer Certificate of the school last attended.
- Photocopy of Domicile certificate (optional).
- Photocopy of Caste Certificate in case of SC/ST/OBC.
- Two stamp sized photographs.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Registration No. Allotted: ________________

Std in which Admission Given: ______

Medium: ________________

Date of Admission: ___/___/_______(DD/MM/YYYY)

Signature of L.D.C.

Fees paid vide receipt no.: TR-5/___________________________ Dated: ______________________

Signature of U.D.C.         Signature of Accountant

Principal
Technical Training Institute
Daman.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ADMISSION

1. The pupil seeking admission must be accompanied by their parent/guardian who will be totally responsible to the school authorities for regularity, punctuality, discipline and studies of their child. No application for admission will be entertained in the absence of parent/guardian. New pupils will be admitted on payment of the required fees in advance.

2. SCHOOL UNIFORM : Detailed information will be given after admission.

3. SUBJECTS : The students will have to study only those subjects that are taught in the school as prescribed by Gujarat Higher Secondary Board, Gandhinagar. No other subjects will be allowed.

4. Location/Address of the Institute : GOVT. HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, ZARI, DAMAN.

RULES OF DISCIPLINE

1. All pupils must come in the prescribed school uniform and on time. A pupil without proper school uniform or late will not be allowed in the school.

2. Any damage to the school property will have to be made good by the parent/guardian of the student responsible for it. Disciplinary actions will be taken against such pupil.

3. Any destruction in the Computer Lab will have to be made good immediately by the pupil responsible for it.

4. Students must strictly obey the order and instructions given by the concerned class-teachers, subject teachers and coordinators.

5. Students found roaming in the school premises or outside and not attending classes regularly are liable to be removed from the school.

6. Students are forbidden to bring periodicals, books, newspaper and other items like pocket, radio, cell-phones, pen drive or any other things which are not required for studies. Such things, if found, will be taken away by the school authorities.

7. For irregular attendance, habitual negligence of studies, disobedience, in subordination or conduct injurious to the morale tone of the school, pupil may incur punishment including dismissal from the school.

8. Students must have a minimum of 75% attendance per month in classes and in subject periods, failing which they will not be allowed to appear for examination.

9. Students have to complete all assignments/ teamwork /homework/ class-work neatly in the prescribed time, failing which, he/she will not be allowed to appear in the examination.

10. The pupil's Parents/Guardian are requested to take full care of their child and co-operate with the school authorities and it is expected that they remain in contact periodically and know about the conduct, discipline and progress of their child.

I, ___________________________________________________, son/daughter of _______________________________________________ seeking admission in the XIth standard under 10+2 scheme, Vocational Stream (Computer Techniques) have read all the rules and regulations carefully. I assure the school authorities that for full tenure of the studies in the institution, I shall strictly follow all the rules and regulations of the institution, maintain discipline and respect my teachers and fellow friends. If found violating the rules, my name may be struck off from the school.

______________________________________________________  __________________________
Signature of the applicant     Signature of the Parent/Guardian

Date :       Date :